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It's a really fun game, but it crashes at times and has a few bugs. It's still playable, but I would wait for a sale to buy it until it's
fixed.. I had fun playing this game though i can understand if some find it lacking because it is. Production was not kind to the
development of this game but still they managed to push out something solid.
For example
Enviroment: while it might be accurate in the grimdark future of the galaxy, I still think theres room for more varied designs
and different scenery.
Combat: Easy to grasp and good power behind it but lacking some finer nuances.
Story: meh not bad but not exactly memorable either.

Mayby youve noticed it already from reading this, this game couldve been so much more and I believe theres a great amount of
potential in these kinds of games within the Warhammer 40k universe.. This game is amazing, all classes feel nice, But mage
feels a little weak. even tho it is a casual game, I feel like it could have a competitive side, maybe ranked or somthing etc.... It
just doesn't feel rewarding to play as you get nothing for playing games. other then that, great game!. Strangely frustrating for a
relaxing game.. lol, that's a funny game! i immediately felt immersed in this cartoony looking wild west city. holstering, then
drawing your 2 big guns and blast away is a very satisfying experience. can't wait for multiplayer and well worth the 4 bucks i
paid.. So cute. I actually don't mind the music either. (I usually play games without music), Only a couple of probems, 1) I can't
figure out what it's all about. I hear crashing sounds and sometimes when I go past the glowing white rock I go faster. If I don't
keep planting on a planet all the plants die. But what else? What is the crashing? What do I do with the bee? How do I get the
giraffee unstuck from wherever it's stuck in (its in a blue place. just blue, can't even see him) 2) It gets me dizzy. I get motion
sick and man, this game gets me dizzy. I wish the camera movement were different so I didnt feel like I am spinning with my
character. Still, over all its fun for a few minutes of chilld rolling around on various planets.. DO NOT BUY THIS CRAP
MUSIC SO BAD CONTROLLS TOO YOU WILL GET VERY ANGRY. I figured I would try this game out as it was cheap,
and featured puppies, which... is always a decent subject for puzzles. I'm not sure if I like the piece outlines, but still it seems
perfect for the young or beginners to puzzle solving.

And the pictures are cute, so.... I am sorry Mr Developer....did not like it one bit. Could not even bring myself to continue
playing. I will try again at a later time..but it did not capture my interest enough to do so on the first play through.
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For some reason this game just clicks with me in every regard. I've always loved Arkanoid-style games, but thought they were
slightly too boring. This game takes the best of the classic brick-breakers, and makes it more intense with the addition of
attractive/repellant forces. It adds quite a bit of strategy. Should you push the balls and point chips away, risking letting the point
chips expire, or should you suck them in, pulling the balls back towards you as well? Add to that the addictive techno
soundtrack, and this is a game I would have gladly paid double price for.. This game is very frustrating for all the wrong reasons.
The devs have a very abstract idea of what "hitbox" means, and you'll find yourself dying over and over agaIn from wonky
visuals, controls and physics.
This would be a positive review if the game was free, but honestly you're better off spending the money (as cheap as it is) in
Steam Cards.. Ummmm..... what are you meant to do. No manual? And the tutorial is about 1 minute long.. Tem uma nuvem
pra avua
11\/9 would cloud again. Nice twisted fully controller compatible game!
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